OUR COURSES
Students can start on any Monday; they are to sit for an entrance test
to find out which level is right for them.
standard course
3 - 10 students; 5 days, 4 hrs/day
This course combines the pleasure of learning a language in group and
practice it actively, exploring real-life topics. In each level the four main
skills are developed (listening, speaking, reading and writing) aiming at
communicative effectivness.
course in 2
Ideal for those who have specific interests or are short of time, this
course is flexible enough to suit your needs, allowing at the same time
a more direct and personal involvement. It is also possible to organize
tailor-made courses for small groups of friends with homogeneous
competence in Italian.
intensive course
5 days (4 hrs/day) + as many individual hrs/week as the student prefers
Conceived for those who need to learn Italian as fast as possible, this
course offers a chance to choose a standard course and add individual
hours to delve into specific aspects of the Italian language and culture:
grammar, conversation, reading, art, archaeology, literature, cuisine...
It is an excellent opportunity to combine group-based general Italian
with the personal attention that comes from individual tuition.
non intensive course
30 hours over 15 weeks (1 class per week)
If you have time restrictions because you are in Genova for work or
study, you can improve or simply refresh your Italian at a slower pace.

senior courses
Special packages including Italian classes, conferences on Italian
culture, visits to Genova hidden treasures (churches, Rolli palaces, small
shops), excursions to Genova surroundings (Nervi, Camogli, San
Fruttuoso, Portofino) and much more.
online courses
If you want to learn or improve Italian, you can book Italian language
lessons via Skype or Hangouts. Online you can: follow a whole Italian
language course; do conversation lessons; improve your writing
skills; get grammatical points clear; be prepared for Italian language
examinations.
language training in the workplace
Italian language group or individual courses to companies and schools in
Genova. Contents and timing are flexible in order to suit the client needs.

one-to-one course
Individual lessons are offered for those with a specific interest in the
Italian language and need a personalized instruction.
Duration, frequency and contents of the course are agreed upon by the
student and the teacher.
CILS, CELI, PLIDA preparatory courses
Amalelingue prepares candidates for CILS, CELI, PLIDA Italian
language examinations (all levels of competence).

GO FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!
Italian language courses combined with cooking classes, photo
sessions, sailing, or focusing on a particular cultural aspect
(songs, cinema)! A fun yet successful way to learn a language
and practice it in more playful contexts, cooking or exercising in a
both physical and mental relaxing activity.
ITALIAN AND COOKING
ITALIAN AND PILATES
ITALIAN AND PHOTOGRAPHY
ITALIAN LANGUAGE THROUGH SONGS
ITALIAN FOR YACHT CREWS

amalelingue
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Reserva al precio más bajo a nivel mundial en: https://www.languagecourse.net/escuela--.php3
+44-330 124 03 17 - support-es2@languagecourse.net

